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ABSTRACT
New approaches for designing delivery of care in specialty outpatient clinics are emerging as a result of the
use of care-teams and shared resources. However, questions remain surrounding how shared resources, e.g.,
exam rooms or support staff, should be allocated to balance the competing performance objectives in
specialty care settings. We develop a discrete-event simulation model to evaluate resource allocation
policies in an outpatient specialty clinic. Different resource allocation policies, ranging from fully dedicated
to partially flexible to fully flexible for multiple resource types, are evaluated based on multiple
performance measures. We find that a proposed policy based on strategic capping of flexibility achieves
desired access to resources from a provider’s perspective while also maintaining high utilization rates.
1

INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, there has been a steady shift from inpatient care to outpatient care in healthcare delivery
which is evident from the narrowed gap between hospitals’ inpatient revenue and outpatient revenue
(Advisory Board 2019). Some of these changes are driven by patient preference as a result of cost of care,
convenience, and advanced technology to support outpatient care (Abrams et al. 2018), while others include
improved safety and clinical outcomes compared to inpatient care (Munnich and Parente 2018). Within a
changing healthcare environment, healthcare systems are experiencing significant pressure to provide high
quality care while containing costs, further motivating a shift towards outpatient care. Delivering high
quality services is a cornerstone for outpatient care delivery settings and is challenging since available
resources in the clinic are limited.
Meanwhile, recent information flow regulations in ambulatory care such as incorporation of electronic
health records (EHR) have increased the administrative burden of care. In the outpatient setting, providers
sought to divide their time between clerical and clinical tasks, which is associated with contributing to
provider burnout (Vahdat et al. 2018). Increased administrative burden can have an adverse impact on
number of patient visits, provider satisfaction, and patient satisfaction (West et al. 2018). To overcome
these challenges and increase the operational efficiency in outpatient settings, many healthcare system
clinics have employed a ‘care team’ model (Buljac-Samardzic et al. 2020; Miller 2018).
With the emphasis on coordination among providers from different disciplines and medical staffs, care
team models are often referred to as ‘best practice’ in outpatient care delivery settings (Kaplan et al. 2015).
Early evaluation of care team implementations has claimed that higher efficiency can be achieved through
shifting the majority of administrative responsibilities from the physicians to well-trained clinical support
staff (Parks 2016; Perna 2017).
The care team approach is an example of many innovations happening in delivering care in outpatient
clinics. However, innovations are not only limited to care delivery design but, there are simultaneous
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innovations occurring in the technological aspect of delivering care as a response to the growing need for
multispecialty care. Multispecialty care coordination may include co-locating clinics of various specialties
in one location to provide ‘one-stop’ for various forms of care. Due to the growing demand of multispecialty
care, clinics may face new challenges such as (i) allocation of limited resources efficiently and appropriately
among various specialties and (ii) increased inefficiencies such as increased wait time, decreased number
of visits and decreased patient or provider satisfaction (Vahdat et al. 2017). The need to maintain efficiency
in complex care delivery environments encourages the use of technological advancements such as Real
Time Locating Systems (RTLS). RTLS is an increasingly used technology in outpatient care as it offers
promise in improving resource utilization and operational efficiency with flexible resource allocation
opportunities (Slachta 2018; Midmark 2019; Siwicki 2019; Berg et al. 2019).
The notion of flexibility in manufacturing contexts has long been a research focus (Jordan and Graves
1995). Flexibility in outpatient clinic settings has also been shown to have beneficial implications from
scheduling perspectives (Alvarez-Oh et al. 2018; Balasubramanian et al. 2012). However, little is known
regarding the most effective means of balancing the benefits of a care team model and the efficiencies of
shared resources. Evaluating this trade-off becomes particularly important in specialty outpatient clinics
where there is significant heterogeneity in the patients seen, expertise available, and structure and duration
of appointments. Therefore, to obtain insights on resource allocation policies in outpatient specialty clinic
settings, this paper focuses on assignment of clinical support staff (Medical Assistants (MA)/Licensed
Practical Nurses (LPN)) to care providers such as physicians and Advanced Practice Registered Nurses
(APRN), and assignment of examination rooms to care providers and clinical support staff. Toward this
aim, we studied a specialty clinic in a major academic health center. A discrete-event simulation of a
specialty clinic was developed to understand the most effective policy for 1) support staff to provider
assignments and 2) room to provider assignments to assess the operational trade-offs associated with care
team models where resources are typically dedicated and inflexible and flexible resource allocation policies.
Further undergirding this work are differing perspectives of the benefits of various resource allocation
policies by stakeholders. Often, regardless of care team implementation, providers may prefer to have
dedicated resources such as support staff and exam rooms. This is largely due to their aversion to the risk
of being “blocked” by patients of other providers. That is, in shared resource allocation schemes the
possibility arises where other providers’ patients may occupy shared resources thereby “blocking” other
providers’ access to them, resulting in providers waiting for resources to become available. Conversely,
health system administration is often inclined to prefer flexible and shared resource allocation policies as
they view this as an opportunity to increase the utilization of current resources. This research aims to
advance the understanding of when certain resource allocation policies may be preferable with regard to
multiple performance measures in specialty outpatient settings.
Simulation is uniquely qualified to generate and offer insights into questions surrounding resource
allocation in healthcare settings. Specifically, discrete-event simulation models have shown significant
promise in evaluating hypothetical operational changes and scenarios in outpatient care delivery settings
(Giachetti et al. 2005; Guo et al. 2004; Jun et al. 1999; Rohleder et al. 2011), including recent applications
(Guo et al. 2019; Morrice et al. 2018). However, while modeling care team process flows has been
examined and of interest (Rohleder et al. 2010), the simulation model and analysis presented here aims to
provide insight regarding the evaluation of multiple resource allocation strategies within the context of
outpatient specialty care.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: we introduce and discuss the range of resource
allocation policies evaluated in Section 2, in Section 3 we present the simulation model and describe the
specialty clinic flow, Section 4 details the results from our simulation model experiments, and in Section 5
we make concluding remarks.
2

RESOURCE ALLOCATION POLICIES

In this paper we consider a MA to Provider ratio of 2:1 and Room to Provider ratio of 2:1, based on the best
practices reported in the literature (Berg et al. 2010; Baril et al. 2014; Zhong et al. 2018; Hayward 2019).
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Past studies showed that these ratios are efficient and generally consistent with the ratios in the clinic setting
we studied. As a result, the number of providers, MAs and exam rooms included in our resource allocation
policies are 4, 8, and 8 respectively. However, in order to show the interplay between care team assignment
and physical space allocation, we relax these assumptions in subsequent experiments.
We considered three different exam rooms’ assignment to providers as follows: (i) dedicated (fixed)
assignment where two rooms would be exclusively assigned to one provider, (ii) partial assignment where
there is a combination of dedicated assignment and sharing of rooms and (iii) no assignment where each
provider can use any available room (also known as pooled assignment). Similarly, MA assignment to
providers are considered in three ways: (i) dedicated assignment where the MA will only assist to the
providers being assigned to, (ii) partial assignment where only a sub-set of MAs are shared among sub-set
of providers and (iii) no assignment where all MAs are shared among providers and the first available MA
will serve the provider requiring assistance. The simultaneous assignment of rooms and MAs to providers
led to 9 different policies, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Nine combinations of policies for MA assignment and Room assignment for providers based on
varied flexibility schemes.
As shown in Figure 1, flexibility in MA assignment increases as moving from left to right and flexibility
in room assignment increases as moving from top to bottom. The room assignment policy is constant across
Policies 1, 2 and 3 in which two exam rooms are exclusively assigned to providers however, MA assignment
to providers varies: Policy 1 includes the assignment of two MAs to each provider, Policy 2 shows partial
assignment, i.e., combination of MA assignment and sharing between the providers, and Policy 3 shows no
assignment of MAs, meaning any provider can take help from any available MA.
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Similarly, room assignment is constant across Policies 4, 5 and 6 in which the rooms are partially
assigned to providers, i.e., each provider will have access to dedicated rooms and shared rooms. The MA
assignment in Policies 4, 5 and 6 is the same as Policies 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Following the same pattern,
the room assignment is constant across Policies 7, 8 and 9 in which there is no assignment of rooms to
providers and the MA assignment policy is same as Policies 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The visual
representation of these nine policies is shown in Figure 2.
As shown in Figure 2, Policy 1 includes four divided areas where in each area there are two rooms and
one care team. For example, in the first division, Provider A has two assigned MAs, 1 and 2, and together
they form a care team. This care team has access to both Room 1 and Room 2. Policy 2 shows two divided
areas where in each area there is a fixed assignment of rooms to providers. However, MA assignments are
partial. For example, the upper division shows that MA 1 is exclusively assigned to Provider A and MA 2
is exclusively assigned to Provider B. However, MAs 5 and 6 are shared between Providers A and B.
Furthermore, the room assignment is fixed the same as Policy 1 where Rooms 1 and 2 are exclusively
assigned to Provider A and therefore, MAs working with Provider A have access to these rooms.
Similarly, Rooms 3 and 4 are exclusively assigned to Provider B. In Policy 3, the room assignment is
fixed the same as Policies 1 and 2 in which two rooms are exclusively assigned to each provider. For
example, Provider A has exclusive access to Rooms 1 and 2. However, the MA assignment is completely
flexible meaning all MAs are shared resources between all the providers. As MAs are completely shared
resources in Policy 3, they are shown in the Common Area which indicates that any provider can use help
from any available MA.
In Policy 4, two MAs are exclusively assigned to each provider which forms four different care teams.
For example, MAs 1 and 2 are exclusively assigned to Provider A which forms one care team. However,
the room assignment policy is partially flexible meaning each provider has a dedicated room. However,
they also have access to two more shared rooms. For example, Room 1 is exclusively assigned to Provider
A and Room 2 is exclusively assigned to Provider B. However, Rooms 3 and 4 are shared between Providers
A and B. Due to this arrangement, the care team formed with Provider A has access to Rooms 1, 3 and 4.
In Policy 5, the room arrangement is the same as Policy 4. However, the MA assignment policy is partially
flexible, meaning one MA is exclusively assigned to one provider. This provider also has access to two
more shared MAs. For example, MA 1 is exclusively assigned to Provider A, MA 2 is exclusively assigned
to Provider B, and MAs 5 and 6 are shared between Providers A and B. In Policy 6, the room assignment
is same as Policy 4 and 5, which is a partial assignment. The MA assignment, on the other hand, is
completely flexible, i.e., all the MAs are shared between all four providers and, therefore, are shown under
the Common Area.
The flexible room assignment is constant across Policies 7, 8 and 9 however, the MA assignment varies
in all three policies. In Policy 7, there are four care teams as in Policy 1 and Policy 4, as shown in Figure
2. These care teams are shown under the Common Area because the room assignment is completely flexible.
This means that any care team can use any available room. In Policy 8, each provider has an exclusive
access to one MA but also has access to two shared MAs same as Policies 2 and 5. For example, MA 1 is
exclusively assigned to Provider A, MA 2 is exclusively assigned to Provider B, and MAs 5 and 6 are
shared between Providers A and B. In Policy 9 there is no assignment of MAs or rooms. All MAs and
providers are shown under the Common Area which represents that any provider can use help from any
available MA and any available room.
3

SIMULATION MODEL

The simulation model of the outpatient specialty clinic was developed using Arena (Kelton et al. 2015)
based on a clinic in M Health Fairview’s Clinic and Surgery Center. Patients arrive to the clinic based on a
random arrival process with each provider having their own stream of assigned patients. Though the clinic
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Figure 2: Visual representation of nine policies.
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schedules patients’ appointment times, early arrivals, tardiness resulting from upstream service delays, and
variability in provider appointment templates all lead to an arrival rate which is appropriately modeled as
random. Patients appointments are scheduled between 7AM and 4PM. The clinic plans on having its last
patient finishing by 5PM. Based on this goal, one of the performance measures in the results are the
percentage of patients who leave the system by 5PM. No-shows are accounted for at the beginning of the
model based on the clinic's historical no-show rate. Upon arrival, the MAs are notified based on the patient’s
RTLS badge being within the clinic’s reception area proximity. If an appropriate exam room is available,
the assigned MA rooms the patient and does intake. Depending on the type of visit, the patient spends time
with a nurse for a nurse-only visit. If the patient has an appointment with their provider, this occurs
following the MA or nurse visit. After the visit with their provider, the patient may have an ancillary visit,
e.g., with a nutritionist, social worker, etc. We note that the patient continues to occupy the exam room
during each of these visits. Concluding the patient’s visit, the MA finishes the appointment with the patient
and escorts them out. The simulation model's flow is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 2: An overview of the simulation model of the multidisciplinary clinic demonstrates the patients’
flow through the system.
Input parameters and distributions were based on both historical data as well as expert opinion from
the care setting. Patient arrival processes are based on provider appointment template interarrival times.
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Intake, nurse visit, MA visit, ancillary visit, and check out times were each modeled as having triangular
distributions where clinic staff provided estimates for the respective minimum, maximum, and most likely
durations. Provider visit durations were modeled as a discrete distribution as different providers allocate
different appointment durations for both new and returning patients. New patient visits had durations of 20,
30, or 40 minutes while returning patient visits had durations of 10, 15, or 20 minutes. The number and
allocation of MAs and exam rooms evaluated were based on the policies described in the previous section.
The simulation model was validated with staff and data from the outpatient specialty clinic at the M Health
Fairview’s Clinics and Surgery Center. The simulation model was verified with clinic staff in its flow, logic,
and performance measure output. Simulated patient length of stay, i.e., average patient time in clinic, was
compared to the same durations as measured by historical RTLS data. The results from the simulation
model closely matched those of the RTLS data.
4

RESULTS

Results presented are based on 1,000 replications of each model. The simulation results obtained for the
resource allocation policies are compiled in Table 1 and are referred to as the base case set of results. We
note that in the tables throughout the paper we use green shading to identify results were a positive increase
is desirable and blue shading where a decrease is desirable. The analysis of these results shows a few
interesting patterns explained further in this section. First, the average room utilization increases with
increased flexibility in room assignment as we move from Policy 1 to Policy 9, which is an intuitive result
of rooms not being assigned to specific providers and, therefore, are available to more providers, which in
turn results in increased room utilization. Interestingly enough, the results associated with other outcomes
become worse as the flexibility in room assignment increased as depicted in Table 1. Average provider
utilization and average completion percentage decrease as we go from top (Policy 1) to down (Policy 9).
Additionally, average wait time increases with increased flexibility in room assignment as we move from
Policy 1 to Policy 9. We suspect that the flexibility induced room blocking and resulted in a decline of
certain performance measures. Furthermore, average MA utilization is very low and is consistent across
various policies. From these results, it is apparent that room utilization might be acting as a bottleneck here
and, therefore, we designed subsequent experiments (Experiment 1) discussed further in this section.
The next set of experiments were designed to verify that a flexible room assignment policy could be
acting as a bottleneck and, therefore, we increased the Room to Provider ratio from 2:1 to 3:1 including 12
rooms for 4 providers and keeping other variables consistent with the base case. The nine policies were
evaluated, and results are compiled in Table 2.
Similar to the base case, the average wait time in Experiment 1 also increases as we move from Policy
1 to Policy 9. However, the average wait time associated with each policy is lower than its counterpart in
the base case. Additionally, the difference between the average wait time values associated between Policy
1 and Policy 9 in Experiment 1 is significantly less than that in the base case. Additionally, the analysis of
other performance measures shows that the values associated with all the outcomes, except average room
utilization, are superior than the values in base case shown in Table 1. These results support the hypothesis
that room utilization could be a bottleneck in the base case and give credence to provider concerns about
the risk of blocking under flexible resource allocation schemes.
The MA utilization rate was consistently low (~12%) in both the base case and Experiment 1, which
encouraged us to study whether MAs were excess resources in the base case. We decreased the MA to
Provider ratio from 2:1 to 1:1 by taking 4 MAs for 4 providers, keeping other variables consistent with the
base case. The nine policies were evaluated in Experiment 2 and the results are compiled in the Table 3.
We observe that the values for all the outcomes were similar to the base case, however, average MA
utilization nearly doubled. This indicates that MA to Provider ratio 1:1 is a reasonable option as it cuts
down the number of MAs in half without adversely affecting any outcomes and this option is also
economically favored. We note that this is counter to a popular notion in outpatient clinic settings where
employing an abundance of support staff is a relatively low-cost investment toward improving operational
efficiency. While in practice support staff may be redeployed in various functions, our results show that for
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certain outpatient configurations a ratio of 2:1 is likely too high. Though, the ideal ratio will largely depend
on the flow of MA responsibilities within particular clinic settings.
Finally, we proposed an enhanced Policy 9 where resources simultaneously consumed by a single
provider are strategically capped, or limited. We refer to this analysis as Experiment 3 in which scenarios
were developed by imposing a strategic cap on the maximum number of rooms that could be used by each
provider at any given time. We selected three different scenarios representing strategic caps set at 1, 2 and
3. Results were compared against the base case Policy 9, which can be considered as having a strategic cap
of 0 in this experiment. In this experiment, Cap 1 indicates that the maximum number of rooms used
allowable rooms for the providers at any given time are 2. We note that the flexible resource allocation by
each provider at any given time cannot be more than 1. Similarly, the maximum limit for the rooms is 2
and 3 for Cap 2 and 3 respectively. The results obtained from this experiment are tabulated along with the
base case Policy 9 in Table 4. The results in Table 4 indicate that the outcomes are better when maximum
policy with a strategic cap of 2 results in performance measures that are either superior to, or comparative
with, the best performing base case policies. This can be interpreted as identifying a win-win scenario where
providers no longer risk being blocked and the specialty clinic as a whole improves performance measures.
Table 1: Summary of simulation results for the base sase set of policies.
Policy #

Base
Case

Policy 1
Policy 2
Policy 3
Policy 4
Policy 5
Policy 6
Policy 7
Policy 8
Policy 9

Avg. Wait
Time
(Min)
32.63
32.57
32.62
36.11
36.58
36.95
40.77
39.94
40.76

Avg. Provider
Utilization
(%)
66.90%
66.40%
66.26%
65.62%
65.79%
65.99%
64.02%
63.93%
64.04%

Avg. Room
Utilization
(%)
70.63%
70.19%
70.18%
76.32%
76.76%
76.96%
84.12%
83.86%
84.18%

Avg. Completion
Percentage (%)
89.75%
89.82%
90.16%
88.69%
88.66%
88.41%
86.67%
86.88%
86.54%

Avg. MA
Utilization
(%)
11.94%
11.85%
11.85%
11.79%
11.81%
11.89%
11.64%
11.62%
11.68%

Table 2: Summary of simulation results for experiment 1.

Experiment 1:
Increase in
Number of
Rooms

Policy #

Avg. Wait
Time
(Min)

Policy 1
Policy 2
Policy 3
Policy 4
Policy 5
Policy 6
Policy 7
Policy 8
Policy 9

27.31
27.39
27.80
29.25
29.41
29.04
28.83
29.11
29.26

Avg.
Provider
Utilization
(%)
67.90%
68.20%
68.41%
67.68%
67.83%
67.51%
67.40%
67.58%
67.26%
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Avg. Room
Utilization
(%)

Avg.
Completion
Percentage (%)

56.84%
57.18%
57.80%
62.45%
62.72%
62.13%
66.32%
66.58%
66.42%

92.24%
92.13%
92.27%
91.59%
91.28%
91.66%
91.21%
91.25%
91.34%

Avg. MA
Utilization
(%)
12.17%
12.22%
12.27%
12.24%
12.25%
12.18%
12.22%
12.25%
12.20%
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Table 3: Summary of simulation results for experiment 2.
Policy #

Experiment 2:
Decrease in
Number of
MAs

Policy 1
Policy 2
Policy 3
Policy 4
Policy 5
Policy 6
Policy 7
Policy 8
Policy 9

Avg. Wait
Time
(Min)
33.17
32.91
33.33
35.95
36.86
36.87
40.45
41.29
41.24

Avg. Provider
Utilization (%)
66.55%
66.27%
66.25%
65.89%
65.73%
65.83%
64.47%
64.07%
64.17%

Avg. Room
Utilization
(%)
70.19%
70.15%
70.42%
76.40%
76.73%
77.00%
84.06%
84.27%
84.68%

Avg.
Completion
Percentage (%)
89.76%
89.88%
89.85%
88.81%
88.45%
88.52%
86.85%
86.52%
86.29%

Avg. MA
Utilization
(%)
23.75%
23.66%
23.71%
23.67%
23.68%
23.64%
23.33%
23.28%
23.33%

Table 4: Summary of simulation results for experiment 3.
Scenario
Experiment 3:
Capping

5

Base Case
Cap set at 1
Cap set at 2
Cap set at 3

Avg. Wait
Time (Min)
40.76
32.89
31.22
34.48

Avg. Provider
Utilization (%)
64.04%
66.33%
67.23%
66.47%

Avg. Room
Utilization (%)
84.18%
70.27%
79.97%
83.00%

Avg. Completion
Percentage (%)
86.54%
90.11%
90.67%
89.67%

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented a simulation model motivated by the operational questions emerging from
outpatient specialty care delivery domain. In particular, the model was developed to evaluate the operational
performance trade-offs which exist as clinics consider care team-based designs and more flexible shared
resource designs. In the care team-based approach resources, such as exam rooms and support staff, are
fully dedicated to care providers as well as being collocated in many cases. This is in contrast to a fully
flexible approach which may improve resource utilization and patient delays.
Based on the experiments discussed above, it is apparent that various room assignment policies
significantly affect the performance measure outcomes. However, support staff assignment policies might
not be as important if the room assignment policies are well designed. Further, we note that various room
assignment policies do not affect the performance measure outcomes significantly when the healthcare
facility is equipped with abundant resources. However, as discussed, the room assignment policies are an
important consideration when the resources are scarce which is true for the majority of the cases in
healthcare. An important takeaway for specialty clinic managers is that the use of a strategic capping policy
was observed to be competitive with respect to all performance measures while having the added benefit
of avoiding exam room blocking, which is often a high priority for providers.
However, we also note that this work has limitations which we aim to address in future work. Primarily,
the evaluation of resource policies was based on specific ratios for exam rooms and support staff with
respect to providers. While this is consistent with the practice studied and what we found in the literature,
it is important to acknowledge that in academic medical centers it is common that these ratios may change
on a day-to-day basis. While this motivates a broader question of the optimal number of providers and clinic
size, more generally, one future direction for this work is identifying good resource allocation policies in
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clinical environments where the provider and resource levels may not necessarily be stationary over longer
periods of time.
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